Digital Organisation and Society Theme Group
Research Away Day

Room 264, Senate House, 13th June 2017

10.00 - 10.20  Arrival and Coffee/Tea

10.20 – 11.10  Prof. Mark Graham, Oxford Internet Institute
The Global Gig Economy and its Implications for Digital Workers

Technology and (In)visibility

11.10 - 11.30  Priyank Chandra, University of Michigan
Informality and Invisibility: Traditional Technologies as Tools for Collaboration in an Informal Market

11.30 - 11.50  Shyam Krishna, SoM, RHUL
Surveillance and Related Visibilities: A ‘Liquid Surveillance’ Perspective of Aadhar, India’s National Digital Identity

11.50 - 12.00  Q&A

Online Communities

12.00 – 12.20  Roberta Bernardi, SoM, RHUL
How Do Online Communities of Patients Aggregate on Twitter? An Affordance Perspective

12.20 - 12.40  Niki Panteli, SoM, RHUL
'I am your fan!': Founders as a Source of Online Community Identification

12.40 - 12.50  Q&A
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12.50 - 13.40 Lunch (Informal Buffet)

Digital Activism

13.40 – 14.00 Sarah Glozer & Lauren McCarthy, SoM, RHUL  
Anyone Can Make Change Happen: #NoMorePage3 and Online Feminist Organising

14.00 – 14.20 Evronia Azer, SoM, RHUL  
The Use of ICTs to Organise Collective Action in the Arab Spring

14.20 – 14.30 Q&A

14.30 – 14.40 Coffee break

Sociomaterial Bonds

14.40 – 15.00 Paul Haynes, SoM, RHUL  
Man is Born Free, but he is Everywhere in Blockchains

15.00 – 15.20 Chloe Preece, SoM, RHUL  
Bonding and Bonded Objects: An Action-Net Approach to Brand Longevity

15.20 – 15.30 Q&A

15.30 – 16.00 Discussion on next year’s events